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a b s t r a c t

We use a detailed solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) model for micro-grid applications to analyze the effect of
failure and degradation on system performance. Design and operational constraints on a component-
and system level are presented. A degrees of freedom analysis identifies controlled and manipulated
system variables which are important for control. Experimental data are included to model complex
degradation phenomena of the SOFC unit. Rather than using a constant value, a spatially distributed
degradation rate as function of temperature and current density is used that allows to study trajectory-
based performance deterioration. The SOFC unit is assumed to consist of multiple stacks. The failure
scenario studied is the loss of one individual SOFC stack, e.g. due to breakage of sealing or a series of fuel
cells. Simulations reveal that degradation leads to significant drifts from the design operating point.
Moreover, failure of individual stacks may bring the still operating power generation unit into a regime
where further failures and accelerated degradation is more likely. It is shown that system design,
dimensioning, operation and control are strongly linked. Apart from specific quantitative results perhaps
the main practical contribution are the collected constraints and the degrees of freedom analysis.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Fuel cell systems continue to receivemuch attention due to their
potential as a crucial building block for green energy solutions.
Relatively high efficiencies of more than 60% can be obtained [1e3].
On this thread, the most promising fuel cell types for application in
micro-combined heat and power (CHP) systems are proton ex-
change membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) and solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
technologies. Ref. [4] provides an overview of commercialized (and
near-term) FC-based micro-CHP systems, and various studies dis-
cussed CHP applications with SOFCs [5,6], for example using a two-
stage thermoelectric generator [7]. Refs. [8,9] are few of several
studies in which SOFC-based hybrid cycles with gas turbines are
discussed. However, a higher degree of system integration, for
ichhorn Colombo).

r Ltd. This is an open access articl
example due towaste heat recovery, usually also leads to additional
operational constraints, an increased overall system complexity as
well as the need for further process equipment. We therefore use
one of the most basic SOFC-based configurations to emphasize the
main aspects in this work, namely the effect of failure and degra-
dation on transient system performance.

Due to high operating temperatures, SOFCs can employ non-
precious metal and earth-abundant oxide electro-catalysts.
Furthermore, in SOFC systems gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons
as well as solid fuels1 can be utilized and converted into electricity.
Operation of SOFCs in reverse mode offers, in principle, the op-
portunity to produce fuels at low power demand, which can af-
terwards be consumed again by the system [10e12]. However, such
switchingmay be problematic from a lifetime point of view [13e15]
and also lead to additional requirements in terms of functional
1 Including biomass and coal.
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List of symbols

A area [m2 ]
a activity [�], constant for degradation rate [�]
C gas concentration [mol/m3 ]
c constant including friction factor for pressure drop

calculation [�]
cp heat capacity [J/(mol K)]
E+ Gibbs potential [V]
F Faraday constant [C/mol]
FU fuel utilization [�]
hc heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2 K)]
I current [A]
L length [m]
M number of cell bundles [�]
_m mass flow [kg/s]
N number of stacks [�]
_n mole flow [mol/s]
p partial pressure [Pa]
P power [W], total pressure [Pa]
R universal gas constant [J/(mol K)], ohmic resistance

[U ]
r radius, spatial distribution variable in radial direction

[m]
_r reaction rate [mol/s], degradation rate [1/hr]
t time [s, hr]
v fluid velocity [m/s]
V voltage [V]
T temperature [K]
z number of electrons exchanged in global reaction

[�], spatial distribution variable in axial direction [m]
b constant for Butler-Volmer equation [�]
g constant for activation polarization [A/m2 ]
l thermal conductivity [W/(K m)], air-to-fuel

equivalence ratio [�]
h overpotential [�], efficiency [�]
r density [kg/m3 ]

List of subscripts
act activation polarization loss
ADT air delivery tube

cell SOFC cell
con concentration polarization loss
deg degradation
el electrical
f forward reaction
fuel fuel
g gaseous
i chemial species
in inner
OC open circuit
out outer
ohm ohmic losses
oxi oxidation
red reduction
r reverse reaction
s solid

List of superscripts
an anode
ca cathode

List of abbreviations
AC alternating current
AFC aqueous alkaline
cermet ceramic-metal
CHP combined heat and power
CV controlled variable
DC direct current
FU fuel utilization
HX heat exchanger
LHV lower heating value
MEA membrane electrode assembly
MV manipulated variable
Ni Nickel
NMPC nonlinear model predictive control
OCV open circuit voltage
PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell
SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
TPB triple phase boundary
YSZ yttria-stabilized zirconia
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properties and stability of the electrodes’ materials. In fact, for a
wide commercialization in the power generation and trans-
portation sector, the system’s lifetime in the power generation
mode needs improvement. In micro-grid applications the individ-
ual sub-systems, including SOFCs, are likely to undergo frequent
and rapid transients. The transient behavior of SOFC systems is
hence of significant practical relevance. The operation of an SOFC
system is by nature transient, in addition to having a local de-
pendencywith respect to physical properties. Current (density) and
voltage can thus change significantly during operation as a result of
changing load requirements or ambient conditions with a strong
effect on lifetime [16,17]. SOFC systems have typically been oper-
ated conservatively in steady-state for base-load applications,
partly to demonstrate sufficient lifetime and proper performance
[18].

Attention has been given to degradation phenomena and failure
scenarios by the electrochemical systems community. Primarily
with the aim to identify and model individual mechanisms [19,20]
or on a system level with overall degradation rates. But further
investigations are necessary to make SOFC systems commercially
viable [21,22]. Both, nearly constant or steady-state as well as time-
dependent degradation rates have been reported, even in the same
study, [23]. In Ref. [24] results on path dependence of battery sys-
tems are presented, which addresses the increasing need for more
realistic and accurate system state estimations. Application-
oriented research is hence in demand which incorporates aging
processes, such as degradation in a path-dependentmanner, so that
the system’s state can be trackedwith respect to degradation on the
basis of its operation history. This includes the number of duty
cycles as well as frequency and severity of thermal cycling.

One of the main general purposes of this paper is therefore to
bring three disciplines closer which are critical for advanced sys-
tems engineering, namely process engineering, control engineer-
ing, and (experimental) testing and reliability. The overall
methodology is outlined in Fig. 1 whose steps will be discussed in
the following sections. Within process engineering, focus is usually
given to maximize system efficiency but without sufficiently taking
into account control aspects and practical maintenance issues.
Within control engineering, simplistic models are often used
without consideration of constraints of individual system



Fig. 1. Overall methodology for system design comprising identification of constraints
and degree of freedom analysis.

Fig. 2. Process flow diagram of the hydrogen-fueled solid oxide fuel system with some
key assumptions and design simulation results.

2 Combustor efficiency was taken from Ref. [31], blower and DC/AC inverter ef-
ficiencies from Ref. [32].
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components and drifts due to activation and degradation phe-
nomena. And within reliability the trend seems to go towards
increasingly complex methods and mathematical models, for
example to define mixture probability models of systems but
frequently without taking into account the structure and dynamics
of the actual physics. This paper is intended to exemplify the strong
interdependence of the three aforementioned disciplines. The
applied methods can be used for other systems than SOFC-based
processes, for example to improve system performance and life-
time. Rather than focusing onmaximizing only few properties, (e.g.,
kinetics and mass transport), a stronger system perspective is
needed to find materials and designs for flexibility in steady-state
and transient operation. Advantages of the detailed model-based
approach for degradation and failure analyses used in this work
include that factor and shape for acceleration can easily be incor-
porated. It is worth mentioning that the model-based approach
should not replace physical testing but is complementary to it, for
instance to identify critical tests and to avoid unnecessary redesigns
which often are time and cost-intensive.

2. Process system model

Only basic explanations about the physics and chemistry of
processes in the SOFC system are provided in this section. For
further explanations Refs. [25e30] can be consulted. The process
flow diagramwith some key assumptions and results for the design
case is shown in Fig. 22 Air is fed to the system by means of a
blower. Pure hydrogen is assumed as fuel. Consequently, steam and
oxygen-depleted air are the only emitted gases. Fuels containing
carbon or impurities would favor further potential degradation
mechanisms [33e35]. No additional fuel is fed to the combustor,
but this may be required for start-up and shutdown. Direct current
(DC) is produced in the SOFC unit and converted to alternating
current (AC) in the DC/AC inverter, before being fed to the micro-
grid. Unconverted effluent hydrogen is burned in the combustor.
The hydrogen that can be fed to the combustor provides an addi-
tional degree of freedom. The heat in the exhaust gas is utilized to
preheat the fuel and air. The blower compresses the air to pressures
to minimize the pressure difference between fuel and air to mini-
mize mechanical loads.
2.1. Solid oxide fuel cell

A simplified fuel cell scheme comprises five components, i.e.
two gas channels and three ceramic or composite layers. Its oper-
ation requires also two metallic current collectors (interconnects)
and a sealant. The gas channels provide the fluid for reduction
(cathode) and oxidation (anode), respectively. Between the two
electrodes (anode and cathode) there is an oxygen-ion conducting
solid electrolyte. Charge neutrality and movement of negative
charges (electrons) is provided through an outer electrical circuit.
Fig. 3 shows the principal mechanism in an individual cell.

In the electrochemical cell oxygen ions are transported from the
cathode across the electrolyte membrane to the anode according to
the following half-cell reactions on the cathode (oxygen reduction)
and the anode (fuel oxidation), respectively [30]

O2 þ 4e�#2O2�; (1)



Fig. 3. Principle of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) with hydrogen as fuel.

Table 1
Advantages and drawbacks of different SOFC geometries [30,41,42,44].

planar tubular

advantages drawbacks advantages drawbacks

manufacturing cost thermal (cycling)
stability

thermal (cycling)
stability

ohmic loss

power density gas sealing gas sealing power density
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2H2 þ2O2�#2H2Oþ 4e�:

The resulting global equilibrium reaction is

2H2 þ O2#2H2O: (2)

Elevated temperatures in excess of 500�C are needed for the
ceramic electrodes to become electrochemically active. The
currently most common anode material for SOFCs is the ceramic-
metal composite (cermet) of nickel and yttria-stabilized zirconia
(Ni-YSZ), for cathode material it is strontium-doped LaMnO3 (LSM),
and for electrolyte materials it is YSZ and other zirconia-based
phases with cubic or tetragonal structure. One of the SOFC layers
is also used for mechanical support of the entire membrane-
electrode assembly (MEA) and is hence the thickest part of the
fuel cell. For long-term stability, a sufficient match in terms of
thermo-mechanical and -chemical properties of the SOFCmaterials
is critical [30,36].

In this work, a tubular design of the SOFC is assumed, shown in
Fig. 4 with part of the repeating manifold of the stack and cell
design [27,28,37e39]. N ¼ 25 stacks with M ¼ 48 cells each are
assumed. Table 1 provides some advantages and drawbacks of the
tubular and planar design, i.e. of the most common designs. Both
have their individual strengths and weaknesses. Other designs
include flat tubular-, bell-and-spigot- [40] and micro-tubular de-
signs [41,42]. Further information about fuel cell designs is given in
Ref. [37]. The SOFC unit in this work has N stacks and M cells. The
Fig. 4. SOFC unit with part of the repeating manifold of
principle component models from Ref. [43] were used and
extended for this analyses. A parallel configuration was assumed.

There is no lack of SOFC models in the literature with a varying
level of detail, ranging from steady-state lumped to spatially
distributed dynamic models [45e48]. For our purposes a spatially
distributed dynamic model in the axial direction provides a balance
between level of detail and computational cost. Critical physical
phenomena on different time-scales can be captured by this model.
The electrochemical reactions have time constants within less than
a second [18] and thermal transients in the range of minutes. Mass
transport phenomena at high temperatures occur on time scales
between those of electrochemistry and heat transport. Transient
time constants especially those for heat and mass transport
strongly depend on operating conditions [49e51]. Degradation
usually occurs over time periods of several hundred hours.
2.1.1. Energy conservation
Heat transfer between the gases and solids is spatially distrib-

uted in one dimension [9,43]

vTgcp;grg
vt

þ vg
vTgcp;grg

vz
¼2hc

r

�
Ts � Tg

�
: (3)

The spatially distributed energy balance in axial and radial di-
rection for the solids is [9,43]

rscp;s
vTs
vt

¼ lsV
2Ts: (4)
the tubulur solid oxide fuel stacks and cells design.



3 In addition to steam, NOx may be formed (which can be represented by the
Zeldovich mechanism [29]). It is however assumed here that combustion temper-
atures and residence times do not become excessive. Formation of NOx is hence
neglected.

4 For start-up and shutdown safety gas may be required [54].
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2.1.2. Mass conservation
Mass conservation for the gases follows [9,43]

vCi
vt

þ vg
vCi
vz

¼ _ri: (5)

2.1.3. Momentum conservation
Transients and spatial distributions in momentum were

neglected. But pressure drops in both gas streams were considered
using Reynolds number and friction factor correlations (laminar
flow) according to [25,43]

DP¼ c
1
2
rv2: (6)

2.1.4. Electrochemistry
The cell voltage is based on the overpotential approach where

activation polarization, concentration polarization and ohmic los-
ses reduce the theoretically possible open circuit voltage (OCV) [30]

Vcell ¼VOC � hanact

�
1þ _randeg;act

�
� hcaact

�
1þ _rcadeg;act

�
� hancon� hcacon

� hohm

�
1þ _rdeg;ohm

�
;

(7)

with _rdeg as the degradation rates for ohmic and activation over-
potential losses. The OCV is given by the Nernst equation [30]

VOC ¼ E+ þ RT
zF

ln
aoxi
ared

: (8)

The activation polarization losses on anode and cathode are
given implicitly by the Butler-Volmer equation [30]

ii ¼ i+i

�
exp

�
nibfiFhact;i

RT

�
� exp

�
� nibriFhact;i

RT

�	
; (9)

which is frequently used for SOFC system analyses but also has
some limitations [29,52].

The concentration polarization losses describe interactions be-
tween the bulk gas phase to electrode surfaces as well as between
electrode surfaces and triple-phase boundary (TPB) reads [30]

hcon;i ¼
RT
niF

ln
�
pi;g ; pi;TPB

�
: (10)

The ohmic loss is [30]

hohm ¼ iAR; (11)

with an ohmic resistance comprising temperature-dependent layer
resistivity of electrodes and electrolyte and a constant resistivity for
the interconnects.

2.2. Combustor

The following global reaction is used to model combustion of
hydrogen under oxygen-excess conditions

2H2 þO2/2H2O: (12)

Equilibrium-based models with the same reaction have been
modeled and tested. The results were the same, but numerical
stability was challenging due to the value range of the reaction rate
constant [53]. The reactions are assumed to proceed in the forward
direction only. For combustion systems in municipal areas emis-
sions may be of concern.3 Heat and pressure losses are considered
in the model.

2.3. Preheater

The preheaters are modeled as shell-and-tube heat exchangers,
similar to the SOFC stackmodel but without the spatial distribution
in radial direction. Effects of interaction between the individual
parts of the manifold are neglected.

2.4. Fuel system and piping

The fuel system consists of tanks for hydrogen and control
valves.4 Dynamics of the tanks are neglected. Piping models
represent residence times in the system, these are assumed to be
well insulated resulting in adiabatic conditions. A one-dimensional
continuum equation is used and the pressure drop is based on an
average of fluid density and velocity with a friction factor originally
calculated implicitly with the Colebrook equation [55], which is
simplified to arrive at an explicit function for improved numerical
robustness during dynamic simulation.

2.5. Electrical power equipment

Electrical power equipment (here only DC/AC-inverter) is
modeled with a fixed efficiency value. However, any performance
deterioration due to off-design, degradation, or both, has a direct
and hence strong effect on the overall system efficiency.

2.6. Solid oxide fuel cell system

The total current from the SOFC stack is

Icell ¼
A
L

ðL

0

iðzÞdz; (13)

and the DC power from the SOFC stack is

Pel ¼VcellIcell: (14)

Fuel utilization (FU) is calculated according to [30]

FU¼ Icell
2F _nfuel

: (15)

The electrical system efficiency is [6]

hel ¼
Pel

_mfuelLHVfuel
: (16)

And the mean solid temperature of the SOFC is

Ts ¼1
L

ðL

0

Tðy; zÞdydz: (17)
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3. Degrees of freedom, constraints, degradation and failure
phenomena

Degradation and failure phenomena are strongly affected by
constraints which arise due to design or operation on a system-,
component- or part-level. Some constraints are hard and cannot be
crossed, whilst others are soft and can be crossed but possibly at the
expense of reduced performance, accelerated degradation and
higher risk of failure. The relatively high degree of integration in the
system leaves a set of few manipulated variables to manipulate
setpoints to control certain variables.

3.1. Controlled and manipulated variables

The set of controlled and manipulated variable for the SOFC
system is shown in Table 2. Other options for some of the variables
are possible. A relative gain array analysis [56] can be applied to
obtain pairing of controlled and manipulated variables which be-
comes important when developing and tuning controllers. The
selection of pairs needs to take into account the measurability of
the quantity and the response time. For example, electrical prop-
erties, such as stack current, usually respond faster than fluid
properties, such as FU. In the presence of electrochemically reactive
species at reaction sites (TPB), the SOFC can respond to load vari-
ations within the time scale of electrochemistry (within millisec-
onds [18]). FU must be regulated to avoid low operating
temperatures. Quantities with a strong influence on system per-
formance are cell voltage, fuel flow rate and stack inlet air tem-
perature. An additional degree of freedom could be generated by
splitting the air entering the system prior to the preheater, in other
words a certain fraction can be bypassed to control the inlet tem-
perature of air entering the SOFC unit. Our simulations showed
however a relatively small benefit for operation. Furthermore,
instead of using pure hydrogen as fuel, a hydrogen-steam mixture
may be used, where the composition can be manipulated to control
the electrochemical parameters in the SOFC unit to some extent.
However, these two degrees of freedom are not analysed here, but
are expected to be important for start-up and shutdown of the
system. It is emphasized that control of combustor temperature
may be difficult because of the potentially rapid changes and small
thermal inertia, respectively, if the gas composition changes. This
effect is stronger for small combustors [18].

3.2. Design and operation constraints

As mentioned above each system component and part may
introduce constraints with a strong effect on the system level.
Hence, the introduction of further process components need to be
evaluated with a view to overall gain comprising criteria such as
system flexibility and operability. A case in point is heat integration.
From a thermodynamic efficiency point of view heat utilization
should be maximized, but process complexity and hence flexibility
may be compromised, in addition to higher cost due to additional
Table 2
Set of controlled and manipulated variables for the SOFC system in Fig. 2.

controlled variable

electrical system power (PAC )
mean solid temperature of SOFC stack(s) (Ts)
FU of SOFC stack(s) (FU)

pressure gradient across solid of SOFC stack(s) & HXs (DP)
combustion outlet temperature
air temperature to SOFC stack(s) (Tair)
chemical kinetics in SOFC stack(s)
equipment. On the other hand, overall cost may also be reduced
because of improved lifetime of the equipment.

The operational and material constraints for individual process
units of the SOFC system are shown in Table 3, which define the
region where the plant can be operated in a safe manner. Most of
these constraints are critical and their violation can lead to irre-
versible and detrimental conditions, i.e. operation in regimes
where constraints are exceeded for too long, or even only crossed
with rapid return to regimes within specified limits, may lead to
system safety issues in addition to performance loss. Further con-
straints may arise due to the use of non-standard materials, de-
signs, or both.
3.3. Degradation phenomena and failure scenarios

Failure of parts or components (in the SOFC unit) can have
multiple causes. For example, failures can occur because of material
discontinuities on a micro-scale which develop further over time.
Stacks may also fail prematurely during operation because of
collapse of one or more layers. Cracks in seals and cells can cause
internal fires leading to the formation of hot spots, oxidation or
excessive FU, or all of the above [21]. Failures may occur because
one or several constraints are exceeded as a result of deliberately
changing operation conditions or due to degradation. The nature of
failures is stochastic and their prediction is thus difficult (or even
impossible), especially for complex systems comprising degrada-
tion and failure susceptible system units, such as SOFCs.

Significant efforts have been made to better understand
degradation mechanisms, including interface stability, redox sta-
bility, phase stability, microstructure and morphology stability, and
mechanical stability (see Ref. [65] and references therein), because
they affect overall performance and lifetime of the hybrid system.
For commercialization of SOFCs degradation rates on a cell level of
one percent have been defined as target [66]. Their time scales are
usually relatively large in comparison to changes in operation set-
points. Both, degradation and failure are likely to accelerate further
degradation or failure. Depending on the size of components
degradation and risk of failure are not homogeneously distributed
[17], in particular in complex assemblies such as fuel cells, and even
less so in fuel cell stacks. Degradation mechanisms may overlap
with effects in either direction, hence enhancing or compensating
individual mechanisms. Aging of the SOFC materials occurs
intrinsically at operating temperatures, and different phenomena
may combine to alter the materials properties and microstructure,
with the common effect of decreasing the electrochemical perfor-
mance of the stack. For electrodes different phenomena have been
identified. For instance, impurities have the tendency to aggregate
at the triple phase boundary (TPB). On the cathode side new phases
can generate at the interface with the electrolyte for LSM cathodes.
On the anode side, nickel sintering decreases the TPB area. Degra-
dation depends on the primary materials, manufacturing as well as
assembly processes. The conductivity in commonly used YSZ
electrolyte material decreases over time due to phase
manipulated variable

electrical current (I)
blower capacity/mass flow of air ( _mair)
fuel valve opening/mass flow of fuel to stack(s) ( _mfuel)
use of throttles (not shown in Fig. 2)
fuel valve opening/mass flow of fuel to combustor
bypass ratio of air (not used here)
fuel composition (xi;fuel) (not used here)



Table 3
Design and operation constraints for process units of the SOFC system in Fig. 2.

process unit constraint potential effect limit

SOFC
interconnect

max. leakage rate (interconnects) performance loss, failure due to leakage 0.1% [57e60]

SOFC power density increasing currents lead to higher concentration polarization and
faster cell degradation

80e90% of max. power density [58
e60]

SOFC max. impurities concentration performance loss, degradation, failure 30% [58e60]
SOFC min. temperature performance loss, and failure due to thermo-mechanical stresses 900 K [58e60]
SOFC max. temperature performance loss and failure due to thermo-mechanical stresses and

chemical interaction
1300 K [58e60]

SOFC max. difference in thermal expansion
coefficients

performance loss and failure due to thermo-mechanical stresses 10e17% [58e60]

SOFC transient temperature gradients thermo-mechanical stresses 20 K/cm [61,62]
SOFC steady state temperature differences in axial

direction of stack
thermo-mechanical stresses 150 K [58e60]

SOFC min. FU thermo-mechanical stresses 40% [58e60]
SOFC max. FU fuel starvation, efficiency loss 90% [58e60]
SOFC, pre-

heaters
max. total pressure difference between fluid
streams

mechanical stress 3 bar [58e60]

SOFC safety gas (inert gas and hydrogen) performance loss, degradation, failure depending on start-up/shutdown
strategy [63]

combustor air-to-fuel equivalence ratio (l) performance loss and emission of combustable species due to
incomplete combustion

>1

combustor residence time flame instability due to lean operating conditions and high thermal
intensity [64]

design

combustor (transient) fuel supply excessive temperatures [18] design
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transformation and micro-structural changes [67]. If the reduced
cell is exposed to an oxidative atmosphere reoxidation and
dimensional changes occurs. This can create cracks in the fuel cell
layers and lead to failure [16]. Themicro-cracks can cause gas cross-
over with the effect of decreasing the OCV. The stacks show strong
failure probabilities in case of fuel shortage for a limited time, even
if they are not loaded. Local anode reoxidation can also occur during
operation. At high FU, the partial pressure of fuel can locally be
close to zero. In case of strong fuel depletion the fuel atmosphere is
no longer reductive and conditions for a local reoxidation of the
anode can occur.

3.3.1. Modeling and simulation
Increased overpotentials in SOFC.
The dependency on temperature and current density is based on

[Fig. 1 (a) and (b) in Ref. [68]]. These two data sets show cell voltage
drops for several current densities ranging from 0,25 to 1,94 A/cm2

at the two temperatures of 750�C [Fig. 1 (a) in Ref. [68]] and 850�C
[Fig. 1 (b) in Ref. [68]], respectively. This provides the functional
structure between degradation (as voltage drop) and two impor-
tant operation parameters, namely current density and tempera-
ture. We split the actual extent of degradation into ohmic and
activation polarization losses for the electrolyte and electrodes
materials using in-house data shown in Table 4 (based on a fixed
temperature).

In practical terms, we extracted reference points from [Fig. 1 (a)
and (b) in Ref. [68]] to generate a table with input and output
parameter values. With the help of the regression software DataFit
[69] a set of regression functions are generated to fit the data
(statistical properties are reported for comparison). In addition to
overall performance of the function, the form of the empirical
function for degradation was carefully selected following several
principles. The function should be defined for the entire range of
interest with monotonic dependencies without overfitting and no
singularities to avoid potential oscillations between given data
points, which, in the worst case, can lead to excessive and negative
model predictions and thus non-physical behavior. Furthermore,
we follow the principle of parsimony with respect to the number of
parameters that need to be controlled. The empirical function for
the degradation rates (ohmic and activation polarization loss) is

_rdeg ¼ a1i
a2aTs3 ; (18)

with parameter values shown in Table 5. In Ref. [70] FU was used as
an additional parameter that directly affects the degradation rate.
This parameter was not included here because FU is, among others,
composed of electrical current which is already considered. Our
tests showed worse performance and some loss of control in the
model.

Overall, the behavior with respect to temperature and current
density within the operation regime is as follows: At constant
temperature the degradation rate increases with higher current
density, and at constant current density the degradation rate de-
creases with higher temperature (unless the higher temperature
limit is exceeded). The first statement is in line with the data in
Ref. [68], and the second statement with the data in Ref. [71]. This
approach allows us to calculate spatially distributed degradation
rates in the SOFC module.

3.3.1.1. Fouling and erosion in preheaters. Preheaters are assumed
to be made of ceramic materials that can withstand elevated tem-
peratures. Metals have better manufacturability, weldability as well
as mechanical properties, such as strength and ductility. They have
an upper temperature limit [72], but this limit is higher than that
critical for our application. Ceramics have relatively high temper-
ature limits and low susceptibility to fouling [73], this degradation
mechanism is therefore neglected. But mechanical strength may be
an issue [73] and thus shock resistance, for example during system
start-up.

3.3.1.2. Degradation in combustor. Unless novel technology is used
for the combustor, for example in terms of materials, operation
conditions [57] or feedstocks, it is probably not be the direct cause
for performance deterioration of the system. Degradation could
potentially lead to changes in outlet temperature profiles, but high
combustion efficiencies may be maintained [74].



Table 4
Degradation rates for ohmic and activation polarization losses in SOFC.

part degradation phenomenon degradation rate [1/
1.000 h]

degradation cause effects of degradation

electrolyte increased ohmic losses 0,007e0008 micro-domain formation & grain-boundary
segregation

reduction in ohmic conductivity

cathode increased ohmic losses <0,001 micro-structural changes under operation
conditions

increase in area-specific ohmic
resistance

anode increased ohmic losses 0,01e0,013 micro-structural changes increase in area-specific ohmic
resistance

cathode increased activation polarization
losses

0,004e0006 micro-structural changes increase in cathode overpotential

anode increased activation polarization
losses

0,02e0,03 micro-structural changes increase in anode overpotential

Table 5
Parameters (approximated) of regression function for degradation rate in Equation
(18).

parameter _rdeg;ohm _randeg;act _rcadeg;act

a1 38,17 56,62 10,91
a2 0,99 0,99 0,99
a3 3,1 3,1 3,1
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3.3.1.3. Failure scenarios. The failure scenario analysed here is the
breakage of interconnects which causes loss of one SOFC stack. The
failure is initiated after 100 s. Interconnects connect the anode of
one cell with the cathode of the adjacent cell, preventing mixing of
fuel and air (or oxygen-rich gas). Despite a stronger emphasis in the
technical literature on the electrochemical cell, interconnects play a
key role in the technological realization of SOFC-based systems. The
main physical requirements for interconnects are high electronic
conductivity, chemical stability in reducing and oxidizing atmo-
spheres on the anode and cathode side, respectively at operation
temperatures, gas tightness and matching thermal expansion co-
efficient of connecting materials [36,75]. In the assumed failure
scenario, hydrogen on the anode side would mix with air from the
cathode side inevitably leading to ignition or explosion. Unless the
stacks that are subject to such failures are immediately isolated, an
emergency shutdown is likely to be required with a sudden loss in
power and possibly irreversibly damage of all stacks and cells in the
SOFC unit.

To meet safety requirements and to maintain power generation
during aforementioned failure scenarios, cells are modularized.
Here, M ¼ 48 cells are bundled into N ¼ 25 stacks, Fig. 3 provides
some details. The total number of cells was based on the design in
Ref. [9], and the split in N stacks and M cells was based on tech-
nological and economic feasibility, but other combinations are also
possible. It is assumed that power demand remains constant. Set-
points of manipulated variables are obtained by operation of all
stacks. These remain constant while fewer stacks are available for
the same power demand. Traditional controllers (for power gen-
eration applications) are usually developed and tuned for the range
of interest for all variables, without taking into account drifts of
setpoints due to degradation and failure (or only to some extent).
With the use of advanced control strategies, such as nonlinear
model predictive control (NMPC) [76,77], new setpoints of
manipulated variables are automatically defined by the optimiza-
tion algorithm to keep controlled variables constant. NMPC appli-
cations are not further discussed here, but probably add benefits in
terms of performance as well as lifetime of SOFC systems
components.
3.4. Model implementation

The process system model is implemented in gPROMS which is
essentially an advanced equation solver for complex dynamic
large-scale problems. The solvers require a well-posed problem
formulation. In other words, an equal number of unknown and
equations, which is utilized in the degrees of freedom analysis
discussed above. The model must be formulated as an index one
problem. Definition of upper and lower bounds on each variable
improve numerical stability and act as check for physical behavior.
The system model consists of more than 5500 algebraic and more
than 1300 differential equations. A number of 40 discretization
elements in axial direction in the SOFC model is used to balance
accuracy and computational calculation cost. We employ finite
difference schemes for the discretization of the PDE, i.e. central,
forward or backward differences for gases and solid phases,
respectively. Differential-algebraic equations are numerically
solved using the DAEBDF solver. For all simulations steady state is
defined as initial condition. The actual physical models represent-
ing process units are extended by cross-check functions on all hi-
erarchy levels to ensure physical behavior. For linear algebraic
equations, the MA48 solver is used, which is based on a direct LU-
factorization algorithm (see Ref. [78] for further information). For
nonlinear equations the BDNLSOL solver is used. Both, the DASOLV
and SRADAU solvers were tested, which showed comparable or
worse performance than the DAEBDF solver. Physical properties are
called from the physical property package Multiflash or taken from
literature. A Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state is used with
volume shift of Peneloux volume shift and van der Waals mixing
rules [79].
4. Results and discussion

In the first part of this section results from steady-state simu-
lations at the design point are presented. In the second part, we
discuss results of transient system responses to failure at constant
power output. In the third part, simulation results for degradation
are presented.

For model verification we calculate the overall steady state de-
viation of energy and mass conservation between inlet and outlets
of system components based on

Dz¼1�
P

kzin;kP
kzout;k

; z ¼ _E; _m: (19)

Deviations occur due to numerics, for the SOFC unit for example
which is the most complex system component, the deviation with
respect to energy is about 0,1% and for mass about 0,001%. This
accuracy is considered as sufficient for a system analysis.



Fig. 6. Cell current and voltage in SOFC stacks over time for the case of failure of one
stack.

Fig. 7. Fuel utilization in SOFC stacks over time for the case of failure of one stack.
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4.1. System performance in design point

Fig. 2 shows key inputs and simulation results. In the design
point the FU is 0,75, the mean solid temperature is 1260 K and the
AC power output set to 170 kW. The resulting overall system effi-
ciency is about 31% which is within the range reported in Ref. [80].
As mentioned earlier, higher system efficiencies can be achieved
with waste heat recovery methods and other fuels. Using hydrogen
as fuel however has advantages for applications where emissions
are of concern. Besides, carbon-containing fuels require additional
process equipment, for example for pre-reforming of natural gas or
other gaseous hydrocarbons. In addition to higher system
complexity further constraints need then to be considered. More-
over, following a design process in which efficiency is maximized,
for example by using additional heat exchangers, may lead to dif-
ficulties during start-up and could also add further potential failure
modes. Due to the assumed non-ideal DC/AC converter, 9,5 kW of
power are dissipated. In the combustor all remaining combustible
species (here hydrogen) are consumed, which increases the heat
content in the gas utilized for pre-heating. The system has a rela-
tively high degree of thermal coupling, and therefore a strong effect
on the operationg envelope and constraints.

4.2. Effect of failure of an SOFC stack on system performance

The SOFC unit originally consists of N ¼ 25 stacks with
M ¼ 48 cells each. The simulated failure scenario is the loss of one
stack as shown in Fig. 5, which is initiated after 100 s. The total
power output (external load requirements) are kept constant.
Operation at constant power output, i.e. the absence of thermal or
redox cycles, represents a rather benign operation method for the
system. In contrast, transient operation with changing power de-
mand can lead to extensive drifts in physical quantities and can
therefore be critical for the system. Fig. 6 shows the system’s
response in terms of cell voltage and current. The stacks in opera-
tion need to compensate the power requirement of the failed stack,
which leads to a rapid increase in cell current while the cell voltage
drops. A new steady state is reached after about 300 s. The
maximum total current density is 0,64 A/cm2 before it reached the
new steady state of 0,57 A/cm2. Rapid transients in current density
can have a detrimental effect on the lifetime of the SOFC stacks.
Fig. 7 shows the FU which increased from 0,75 to 0,8 with a
maximum of 0,88. An FU of 0,85 for example could lead to fuel
starvation during such a failure incident. Fig. 8 shows the solid
temperature of the SOFC stacks over the axial direction at initial
time (t ¼ 0) and after 1600 s. In some parts the temperature
increased beyond the limit (see Table 3). The design operation
envelope should therefore include constraints with potentially
additional contingency, depending on the general operation strat-
egy, i.e. frequently imposed transients or operation mostly in
steady state. An overall conclusion is that the SOFC unit responded
relatively quickly to this type of failure, i.e. where power density
Fig. 5. Simulated failure mode - loss of one stack.

Fig. 8. Solid temperature in SOFC stacks at t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 1600 s for the case of failure of
one stack.
per stack in the SOFC unit increases. The balance-of-plant system
components add inertia which smooth transients. Effects of
degradation are in this failure case negligible because of the



Fig. 9. Current and voltage in SOFC stacks over time for the case of degradation.

Fig. 10. Solid temperature in SOFC stacks at t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 6000 h for the case of
degradation.
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relatively short time period.

4.3. Effect of degradation in the SOFC on system performance

Degradation usually occurs in longer time periods compared to
deliberate changes in operation conditions such as part-load
operation. Whereas operation of the system is within minutes
time constants of degradation are usually in the order of several
hundred hours. However, substantial degradation with potential
failure can also occur inmuch shorter time frames. A case in point is
during start-up and shutdown or generally cycling, operation under
critical conditions, and as response to external disturbances (e.g.,
impurities in the supplied fluids). Fig. 9 shows the cell current and
voltage over a time period of 6000 h. Degradation leads to higher
overpotential losses and hence reduce cell voltages. The current
increased from 269 A to 275 A. The voltage SOFC is frequently used
as degradation signal to report its extent [81] while current density
constant is kept constant [68]. From a power consumer-perspective
however, the delivery of a constant power is usually required and
therefore assumed here. The degradation rate varies with current
density and temperature, but overall values calculated here are
within single digit percentages per 1000 h, similar to those re-
ported in Refs. [82e84].

Fig. 10 shows the solid temperature at initial time (t ¼ 0) and
after 6000 h. The solid temperature of some parts of the SOFC stack
exceeded the limit (see Table 3). Operation conditions should be
corrected by the controllers after operation of the system for
several thousand hours to compensate for the drift in critical pa-
rameters, such as the solid temperature. The cumulative effect of
degradation, critical operation conditions and the failure type dis-
cussed above could bring the SOFC unit in a critical operation
regime where failure probability increases, potentially in an
accelerated fashion.

4.4. Practical implications

The physical phenomena in SOFC systems are complex and take
place in a relatively wide range in the time and spatial domain, as
discussed above. By restriction on individual though critical parts of
the SOFC system, other potential failuremodes, possibly introduced
by balance-of-plant components, may be missed. Collection of
design and operational constraints for all system components is
hence of practical importance and is emphasized in this work.
5 See Ref. [85] for a review.
Furthermore, design and optimization for one (or few) thermody-
namic, economic, or environmental specification5may compromise
reliability, flexibility and other metrics of the system. Instead, a
balanced design process should be applied that takes into account
constraints and a certain contingency to compensate for transient
performance deterioration phenomena. It is shown that failure of
one out of 25 stacks in the SOFC unit already has a relatively strong
detrimental effect on performance with a shift of operation con-
ditions towards higher criticality. A more advanced control strategy
may be required for a proper pairing of controlled and manipulated
variables because of mutual interactions [56]. The identification of
controlled and manipulated variables is also emphasized in this
work, because it allows to estimate the system’s transient flexibility
more realistically as (irreversible) degradation accumulates over
time. In summary, constraints and degree of freedom analyses
should go hand in hand with the design and selection of materials
for technically and economically feasible operation of the SOFC-
based system, as summarized in Fig. 1.
4.5. Uncertainties and limitations of this study

One limitation of this work is, as generally for analyses on a
system-level, that probably not all potential (mutually affecting)
influences are taken into account for degradation and failure phe-
nomena. This is presumably inevitable because manufacturing and
assembly for example also have an effect on how degradation and
failure will evolve in actual parts.

Data availability is another limitation, which is often the case in
system modeling studies. In particular spatially distributed quan-
tities during transients are experimentally difficult to obtain, if at
all. But collaboration between theorists and experimentalists can
support the identification of physical quantities which, on one
hand, are experimentally obtainable, and on the other hand, pivotal
for the physical phenomena to be modeled. More specifically, the
empirical function used for modeling ohmic and activation polari-
zation losses has a limited range with respect to its parameter-
dependency. Degradation rates are probably much higher during
start-up and shutdown with an associated strong effect on failure
probability. This may be the case even though these transients last
only a couple of hours. Furthermore, potential shocks in unpurged
fluid channels or electrical connections can be promoted. As a
result, the systemmay be in a different state with respect to degree
of degradation once it is brought to operation.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, degradation and failure on a system level was
investigated. A parameter-dependent and spatially distributed
degradation rate function for ohmic and activation polarization
losses in the SOFC stacks is developed. Irreversible loss in cell
voltage is dependent on the operation history of the system, rather
than on the effective age of system components. Degradation and
failure of whole stacks lead to drifts and shifts in physical quanti-
ties, such as temperature and current density. This needs to be
considered when developing and tuning controllers to maintain
proper operation. Failure of parts probably has an immediate effect
on the overall system performance, but this depends on the type
and extent of the failure. It should be noticed that there are
generally few studies investigating failure on a fuel cell system level
using a detailed physics-based approach [86,87], rather than one
based on statistical models [81,88,89].

Dynamic system responses in electrical quantities were
assumed to occur instantaneously. The use of overall degradation
rates that are frequently reported in the technical literature may be
misleading, because the rate of degradation can vary significantly
for different sections of the SOFCs. Some parts may show (almost)
negligible degradation whilst others may be severely degraded. In
the latter case the risk of failure is more likely. A better under-
standing of parameter- and history dependency of degradation and
failure mechanisms is needed, including the identification of the
physical parameters that control these mechanisms the most. A
case in point is the mean solid temperature in the stack which
should probably be kept constant during transient operation to stay
within the safe operation envelope. This strong interlink between
process design, material science, and control is an aspect to which
we aim to contribute.

Apart from the specific quantitative results, perhaps the main
practical contribution of this work are the collected design and
operation constraints as well as the degrees of freedom analysis
which results in the identification of controlled and manipulated
variables. These analyses should be understood as a general pro-
cedure for analyses of systems of this type, in which knowledge
from process design, material science and control engineering is
combined.

Stronger collaboration between theorists and experimentalists
on a system level would probably lead to accelerated advancements
in the research and development of SOFC systems. For example,
experimentalists can provide figures for measurable quantities,
which can then be used by theorists to model physical phenomena,
calibrate models, or both.

Potential extensions of this work include: (i) replacing the
degradation rate function with a probability distribution of the
physical variables, (ii) extending the operation range of the system
to cover start-up and shutdown with corresponding degradation
rates and failure probabilities, (iii) extending the range of fuels
including carbon-containing fuels, which would require reforming
and also add further contraints as well as lead to accelerated
degradation, (iv) extending the model to conduct thermo-
mechanical stress analyses, (v) testing of statistical and probabi-
listic models (including parametric mixture distributions) which
are developed by the system reliability community.
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